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In this letter, we propose a mechanism to generate large-scale magnetic elds with correlation
lengths of 100 kpc. The seeds for these elds originate at the QCD phase transition through the
alignment of the elds along axion domain walls. Axion domain walls provide the required Hubble
size correlation at the QCD scale. Due to maximal CP violation across the domain walls (the
so-called  parameter is non-zero along the wall), both electric and magnetic dipole moments are
induced generating electromagnetic elds with near maximal helicity (Chern-Simons). These elds
support an inverse cascade which allows the initial correlations to grow to 100 kpc today. We
calculate the generated electromagnetic elds in terms of the QCD parameters and discuss the
eects of the resulting elds.
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Introduction. The source of cosmic magnetic elds
with large scale correlations has remained somewhat of
a mystery [1]. Although many mechanisms for generat-
ing magnetic elds have been proposed [2{5], none have
been able to generate the microgauss elds with 100 kpc
correlations that have been observed [1]. In this letter,
we present a general mechanism that can produce elds
of precisely these scales, and discuss several astrophysical
phenomena which may be related.
1. Sometime near the QCD phase transition, TQCD 
1 GeV, axion domain walls form.
2. These domain walls rapidly coalesce until there re-
mains, on average, one domain wall per Hubble vol-
ume with Hubble scale correlations.
3. Baryons interact with the domain walls and align
their spins along the domain walls.
4. The magnetic and electric dipole moments of the
baryons induce helical magnetic elds correlated
with the domain wall.
5. The domain walls decay, leaving the magnetic eld
seeds.
6. As the universe expands, an \inverse cascade"
mechanism transfers energy from small to large
scale mode, eectively increasing the resulting cor-
relation length in the observed large scale elds.
We shall start by discussing the inverse cascade mecha-
nism because it seems like the most ecient mechanism
known to increase the correlation length of magnetic tur-
bulence. After presenting some estimates showing that
this mechanism can indeed generate elds of the observed
scales, we shall discuss the axion domain wall mechanism
for generating the initial elds and some relevant astro-
physical phenomena associated with this mechanism.
Evolution of Magnetic Fields. As suggested by Corn-
wall [3], discussed by Son [4] and conrmed by Field
and Carroll [5], energy in magnetic elds can undergo
an apparent \inverse cascade" and be transfered from
high frequency modes to low frequency modes increasing
the overall correlation length of the eld faster than the
na¨ve scaling due to the increase in the universe’s scale
parameter R(T ). The scaling argument used depends on
two factors: rst, the support of turbulence implied by
a large Reynolds number, and second, the approximate
conservation of helicity.
The kinematic Reynolds number which governs the
turbulence is Re = vl= where v and l are the velocity
and length scales of the fluid flow and  is the viscosity of
the flow. In the very early universe, Re  1. This drops
to Re  1 at the e+e− annihilation epoch, T0  100 eV,
which is still in the radiation dominated phase of the uni-
verse [4]. After this point (and throughout the matter
dominated phase) we assume that the elds are \frozen
in" and that the correlation length expands as R while
the eld strength decays as R−2.
The second factor is that magnetic helicity (or Abelian
Chern-Simons number) H =
R
~A  ~Bd3x is an approxi-
mately conserved quantity. Under the assumption that
the eld is maximally helical, and that the inverse cas-
cade occurs only up to the epoch T0  100 eV when
Re  1, one can estimate the following relationships
between the initial eld Brms(Ti) with initial correla-
tion l(Ti) and present elds today (Tnow  2 10−4 eV)
Brms(Tnow) with correlation l(Tnow) [4,5]:
Helicity is closely analogous to vorticity in fluid dynamics,
and is related to the Gauss linking number of the flux lines. In
a perfectly conducting fluid, the flux lines cannot cross and so
the linking number|a topological quantity|cannot change
and H is conserved. For  6= 0, H is still approximately




















As pointed out in [4], the only way to create turbulence
is either by a phase transition Ti or by gravitational in-
stabilities. We consider the former source. As we shall
show, our mechanism generates Hubble size correlations
li at Ti. In the radiation dominated epoch, the Hubble
size scales as T−2i . Combining this with (2), we see that
lnow / T−1=3i ; thus, the earlier the phase transition, the
smaller the possible correlations.
The last phase transition was the QCD transition,
Ti = TQCD  0:2 GeV. The Hubble size was l(TQCD) 
30 km. We calculate (10) the initial magnetic eld
strength to be Brms(Ti)  eT 2QCD  1017 G. Note that
the scale is set by T 2QCD. With these estimates, we see
that we can achieve
Brms  10−9 G; l  100 kpc (3)
today. If the same mechanism occurred at the elec-
troweak transition, (TEW  200 GeV and l(TEW) 
0:4 cm), we could obtain correlations of at most 100 pc
provided that the initial correlation is of Hubble size
(which does not appear to be the case in the Standard
Model). These are crude estimates: galactic dynamos,
for example, may easily amplify these elds. The impor-
tant point is that we can generate easily the 100 kpc cor-
relations observed today provided that the elds were ini-
tially of Hubble size correlation. Most of the mechanisms
currently described [1; 2], however, produce correlations
of the order T−1i . These can only produce  1 km corre-
lations today. The main goal of this work is to present a
mechanism that can provide the desired Hubble size cor-
relation scale for the magnetic eld. Thus, the estimate
(3) given above is justied.
Unless another mechanism for amplifying the correla-
tions of magnetic elds is discovered, it seems that, in
order to obtain microgauss elds with 100 kpc correla-
tion lengths, helical elds must be generated with Hub-
ble scale correlations near or slightly after the QCD phase
transition TQCD. The mechanism described below pro-
duces exactly these types of elds and is thus a candidate
for producing the observed elds. The same conclusion
regarding the relevance of the QCD scale for this problem
was also reached in [4,5].
Magnetic eld generation mechanism. We argue in
the following that our mechanism, based on the axion
domain walls, seems to produce the desired elds with
desired correlation length. We shall explain the mecha-
nism and give simple estimates here, but present details
of the calculations elsewhere [6]. The key player in our
mechanism is the axion eld [7{9].
Axions were introduced as a means of explaining the
so-called \strong CP problem." When the standard QCD
Lagrangian is considered, a topological term / G ~G is
found to be commensurate with all the desired symme-
tries of the theory. This term, however, violates CP in
the strong interaction, and experiments limit the cou-
pling  < 10−9 [10]. The ne tuning of the parameter
 is unnatural and considered ugly. By introducing the
Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry,  becomes a dynamical
axion eld rather than a fundamental parameter of the
theory. The axion eld relaxes to zero, the lowest en-
ergy state, no matter what the original value of  is, thus
solving the strong CP problem.
Prior to the QCD phase transition, the axion is mass-
less and the eld can take any value; thus, CP is broken
in the strong interaction. After the QCD phase transi-
tion, however, the axion eld acquires a mass through
spontaneous breaking of the chiral symmetry. As the
temperature cools, the axion eld relaxes to the mini-
mum at  = 0, producing massive axions and restoring
CP conservation. Axions have not yet been observed, but
experiments and cosmological constraints leave the pos-
sibility of axions with masses in the 10−5{10−3 eV range
[9]. Estimates of the abundances of axions suggest that
these particles are strong candidates for cold dark matter
[9,11].
Due to the discrete nature of the Peccei-Quinn sym-
metry, it is natural that domain walls form [12{14]: the
axion interpolates between the several degenerate ground
states resulting from the discrete symmetry. We assume
that axion domain walls form, but decay in an appro-
priate time-scale such that the domain wall problem is
resolved. Several mechanisms for such decays have been
discussed in the literature [9,14] and we note that the
time-scales for these methods seem to be appropriate (see
also the relevant discussions in the conclusion).
Following a method similar to Huang and Sikivie [13],






@ei~a2 + f24 Tr j@Uj2 − V (U; ~a) (4)
where the matrix U contains the pion and 0 elds (to
simplify things we consider only the SU(2) flavor group),
and ~a = f−1a a is the dimensionless axion eld. The 
0
eld is not light, but is coupled to the anomaly and hence
we include it in this eective theory. (Huang and Sikivie
did not consider this eect, but mentioned that it did













All dimensional parameters in this potential are ex-
pressed in terms of the QCD chiral and gluon vacuum
condensates, and are well known numerically: M =
diag(miqhqiqii) and E = hG2bs=(32)i. This La-
grangian was suggested in [15]. It correctly reproduces
the Veneziano-Witten eective chiral Lagrangian [16] in
the large Nc limit; it reproduces the anomalous conformal
and chiral Ward identities of QCD; and it reproduces the
known dependence in  for small angles [16]. We should
remark that the qualitative results presented here do not
depend on the exact form of the potential: domain walls
form in all cases with a scale set by fa. It should also be
pointed out that the actual physical elds are mixtures
of the bare axion, pion and 0 elds introduced in (4).
The results are two dierent types of axion domain
walls [6]. One of them is almost identical to the one dis-
cussed in [13]. We call it the axion/pion (a) domain
wall. The second one, the axion/eta0 (a′) is a new so-
lution characterized by a mixture of axion and 0 elds.
Each type of domain wall has a dierent structure, but
the important physical parameter for the mechanism con-
sidered here is the surface tension of the wall, which is
dominated by the axion scale,   fmfa, and which is
of the same order for each wall. The size of the domain
walls is also governed by the mass of the axion. The
crucial point is that, because of the small axion mass,
the scale of the initial domain walls is much larger than
the natural QCD length scale. A full treatment would
average over all walls, but for these estimates, we shall
consider only the a′ wall.
Immediately after the phase transition, the universe is
lled with domain walls on the scale of T−1QCD. As the
temperature drops, these domain walls rapidly coalesce,
resulting in on average one large domain wall per Hubble
volume, with Hubble scale correlation lengths [17,14]. It
is these Hubble scale domain walls which align the mag-
netic moments of the nucleons. This is the mechanism
through which magnetic elds with Hubble size correla-
tions may be produced at the QCD phase transition.
The following steps are crucial for this phenomenon:
1. The axion domain wall will give the Goldstone
elds ; : : : ; 0 Hubble scale correlations.
2. These elds interact strongly with the nucleons,
which carry a spin and a magnetic moment, pro-
ducing Hubble scale correlations between nucleon
spins residing in the vicinity of the domain wall.
This will align them perpendicular to the domain
wall surface.
3. Finally, the nucleon spins, which carry magnetic
moments, induce a Hubble scale correlated mag-
netic eld, as well as an electric eld (due to the
strong CP violation in the vicinity of the wall).
4. These magnetic and electric elds eventually induce
a non-zero helicity which has the same Hubble size
correlation. This helicity plays a key role in the
inverse cascade discussed above.
Quantitative Estimates. We have calculated the
strengths of the induced elds in terms of the QCD pa-
rameters [6]. The calculations will be outlined here. We
consider two types of interactions. First, the nucleons
align with the domain wall. Here we assume that the fluc-
tuations in the nucleon eld Ψ are rapid and that these ef-
fects cancel leaving the classical domain wall background
unaltered. What we do is compute the mean value of
the operator hΨγ5xyΨi in the domain wall background
through the interaction
Ψ(i 6@ −mNei′(z)γ5)Ψ; (6)
where, for simplicity, we consider only one kind of domain
wall, a′y. To do this, we note that the domain wall is
essentially a two dimensional object which lays in the xy
plane. Therefore, we can express the interaction (6) in
terms of an eective two-dimensional theory (in z and t)
which allows us to easily compute the desired mean value
using a bosonization trick and the adiabatic approxima-
tion already mentionedz. The mean value hΨγ5xyΨi
follows the domain wall background 0(z). We then ex-
trapolate back to the four-dimensional situation, looking
at the degeneracy of the fermions to estimate the density
of the baryons. (For an explicit example of this tech-






where Ti  QCD is the temperature scale at which the
nucleons alignx, and  ’ mN is a dimensional param-
eter originating from the bosonization procedure of the
corresponding 2D system. From now on we treat the ex-
pectation value (7) as a background classical eld. We
wish to estimate the mean value of the electromagnetic










where dΨ (Ψ) are eective electric (magnetic) dipole
moments of the eld Ψ. In this eective Lagrangian we
neglect the ΨDDΨ term which is not attached to the
spin operator. Such a term cannot lead to any CP violat-
ing eects (which are the most profound features of the
yThe axion domain wall background eld 0(z) in all respects
is very similar to the γ(z) function from [13]; an explicit ex-
pression of 0(z) is not important for the moment. It is, how-
ever, important that 0(z = +1)− 0(z = −1) = .
zThis technique is well-known to the condensed matter and
particles physics communities [18,19].
xThe parameter Ti in this formula appears from counting of
the nucleon degeneracy in the xy plane,
R
dkxdky  T 2i
axion eld), and therefore, cannot represent physics de-
scribing the Ψ eld in the axion domain wall background.
Again, we assume that the mean value of electromag-
netic elds hFi will follow the slow degrees of freedom
of the nucleon elds represented by the expectation value
(7). In this case we are justied in using the mean value
hΨxyγ5Ψi as the primary source of interaction with the
electromagnetic eld F . Minimization (8) with respect
to F leads to the following estimates for mean value of






This expression explicitly shows that the mean values on
a large scale of both, electric hEzi, as well as magnetic
hBzi elds are non-zero in vicinity of the domain wall,




and that they are correlated on the same scale as the
axion domain wall. In this estimate we take into account
the fact that, in the presence of non-zero , the nucleon
dipole moment is also non-zero [10]: dΨ  Ψ  emN .
Expression (10) implies that the helicity is also non-
zero. Indeed, let  be the time-scale for the nucleons to
align along the domain wall (it is expected that m−1a 
  Hubble scale.), then h~Ei  h~Ai= where h~Ai is a
vector potential correlated on the Hubble scale. In this
case, magnetic helicity density h





is non-zero as announced earlier.
The electric eld will eventually be screened, and the
other mean values (7,10,11) will also decay with the do-
main wall. However, we have achieved our main goal:
generating a helical magnetic eld with Hubble scale cor-
relations before the domain walls collapse. This time
scale  is still large enough to produce an appropriate
seeds for the inverse cascade. Most importantly, due to
the perfect correlation of the ~E  ~A= and ~B elds on
a large scale, the helicity becomes maximal due to the
same sign of the elds in the space where the elds are
non-zero. Thus, the scaling law (1, 2) we used for our
estimates (3) is justied. This is a direct consequence of
the large correlation scale provided by the axion domain
wall.
One last remark regarding estimates (10,11): We do
not know the complete dynamics of the Ψ; 0;  and
electromagnetic ~A; ~B elds, nor do we solve the mag-
netohydrodynamic equations. Nevertheless, the relevant
mean-values of these elds correlated on a large scale can
be calculated (7,10,11). In a sense, the situation is very
similar to the calculation of a fractional soliton charge
[18,19] (a large distance eect) using the adiabatic ap-
proximation without knowing the complete dynamics of
the system.
Conclusion. This mechanism has several cosmologi-
cal implications due to both the presence of the magnetic
elds and due to the axion domain walls. Domain walls
can be a cosmological disaster if they persist. So there
must be some mechanism to remove the domain walls.
Several mechanisms have been proposed to solve the do-
main wall problem for axion domain walls (See e.g. [9]).
Our original remark here is the following: due to the
large correlated electric ~E uniform eld (10), e+e− pair
production could result. In this case, the domain wall de-
stroys itself. If the time scale for this to happen is much
larger than  , we would consider this as a big success of
the mechanism: domain walls do their job (see the list
1{6 on the page 1) and destroy themselves afterwards.
An additional analysis [6] is required to support/rule out
this new mechanism for the decay of the domain walls.
In any event, it is important that the domain walls per-
sist for at least a time-scale of  so that the elds may
align, but that they decay prior to nucleosynthesis. We
have assumed that some mechanism exists for this.
The axion domain walls may play another important
role in the early universe. The same interaction which
aligns nucleon spin causes the domain walls to attract
(repulse) baryons (anti-baryons). Coupled with the max-
imal CP violation across the wall and the QCD epoch, it
appears that all of the Sakharov conditions are satised
for baryogenisis through a charge separation mechanism
[20], however a phenomenologically acceptable mecha-
nism is still lacking.
The presence of the magnetic elds generated by this
mechanism may have several observable eects. First,
large magnetic elds may alter nucleosynthesis produc-
tion ratios (e.g. [21]). Secondly, large scale magnetic
elds may distort the CMB spectrum in a measurable
manner (e.g. [22]). These place upper bounds on the
strength of the elds. The elds (10) generated by do-
main walls lie within these bounds.
Two other eects may be closely related to magnetic
elds generated from domain walls. One is the observa-
tion of ultra-high energy cosmic rays pas the GZK cuto
[23]. Magnetic elds on the scale of those discussed here
may hold a key to explaining this mystery. The other
is an apparent anisotropy of radiation propagation over
large distances resulting in a constant oset in Faraday
measurements (e.g. [24]). One possible explanation in-
volves the introduction of a Chern-Simons term by hand
[25]. This type of term might arise naturally from CP
violating domain walls.
Axion domain walls at the QCD phase transition pro-
vide a nice method of generating microgauss magnetic
elds on 100 kpc correlations today (3). In addition, the
elds and domain walls present in this mechanism may
play a signicant role in a large number of unexplained
astrophysical phenomena. We conclude on this optimistic
note.
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